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fOnWl gf.jflPflQege £tf4g> PgUfiX; ■/ £Udlo£ Civil-Military 
ciy&lrv. 1930-1945. By Yale Candee Maxon. University of 
ialifornia Publications in Political Science.  Vol. 5. 
Unlveraity of California Press, berkeley and Los Angeles. 1957. 
pp. viii, 286.  Cloth, |6.00; paper, I5.0Ü. 

Sie United States and Japan.  3y Edwin 0. Reischauer. Revised 
lition. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.  1957. 

pp. xxiv, 394.  $5.50 

The two books under review l.ere exemplify, each in its 

own way, the prosperous state that Japanology has attained in 

this country.  Maxon adds his name to the already respectably 

long list of American students whose grasp of sources is both 

broad and deep, who have worked directly with Japanese 

individuals and institutions as well as contemplated then, and 

who furthermore have a point to make. Maxon's book is a 

closely documented monograph.  The revised edition of 

Reischauer^ book contains some changes and a new section 

covering postwar trends. Reischauer in this book is not so 

much the monographlst as the practitioner of humane letters, 

whose grasp of the facts is bo sure and comprehensive that 

he can proceed to consider their meaning without pausing for 

exhaustive description. 

Both men exhibit the historian's bent.  Your reviewer is 

predisposed to a sociological approach.. The questions 1 shall 

ask of the books refer to the explanatory concepts used by the 

authors and to how much these concepts explain or leave 

unexplained. 
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raillttry group in a modern society, in part from survivals of 

a prö-raodern military ethic. The latter, in the modern 

context, at some point became transformed from a code into 

a mystique, though it did not thereby lose immediate political 

significance. But this raises the difficult question of how 

one can determine at what point a set of principles of 

behavior gets so far out of phase with a social system that 

one is Justified in using terms like fanaticism to describe 

the frame of mind of its adherents. The Japanese social 

order, as is evident from postwar developments, was adapted 

to the operation of a constitutional system based on 

representative government and the type of ethic that 

accompanies such a system.  In spite of its deep roots in 

tradition, and in spite of the degree of social and political 

influence exercised by its adherents, there is thus some basis 

for Judging the Japanese military ethic to have been a 

phenomenon of social pathology at the time of its greatest 

apparent dominance. We may note, parenthetically, that many 

Europeans at that time held a different view, that the 

military ethic was a permanent component of Japanese ideology. 

The concept of responsibility in the Japanese context 

has at least two aspects.  Maxon finds the traditional 

Japanese definition of responsibility accountable for the 

failure of key people to act in accordance with the needs of 

maintaining constitutional government.  Thus responsibility 

becomes irresponsibility.  Clearly, there are here two 
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Even in tbma of the Japaneoo tradition, r.ekoku.io apparently 

bdcarae, through the confusion of pereonal arabition with 

cultural irapörativea, a highly pathological manifestation. 

Finally, and with ovorwhelraing pragmatic Juatification, 

in view of the outcome, Maxon renders the judgment that serious 

deficiencies of individual political wisdom, to some extent 

also of character, contributed to the nightmarish results. 

The Lruperor, for example, was oafeguarded by his closest and 

most devoted guardians, from playing the role which, if he 

had been allowed to play it, could have moderated if not 

reversed .the disastrous trends of two decades. And this in 

the name of protecting the system! Here again Maxon*s standard 

of judgment is clear.  Whatever contributed to the disintegration 

of a responsible constitutional system was bad. One can 

hardly disagree. But if one were to render a judgment in 

terras of the complexity of the problems which had to be faced 

from day to day or month to month, and of the conflicting 

values that demanded to be preserved, one could not always be 

so sure what course was the truly wise one. Here the verdict 

of history and the verdict of sociology are not necessarily 

identical, at least in the national context. The question of 

what international standards apply ia another, and not 

negligible, matter. 

Reischauer has the special knack, perhaps more than any 

other American scholar, of thinking in Japanese terms, of 
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